
 
 
 

Pointer #1:  Redefining the Also in I am God, Also 
The ‘Also’ is living energy in direct expression of I Am consciousness. 

The dissolution of the mental and emotional bodies removes the comma between God and 
Also, so the experience of being living energy is not muted by me patterns or story lines.  

The causal body is a connective tissue between energy and consciousness – a bridge.  
 

Pointer #2: Sovereignty contains no space or distance.  
We’ve gone beyond time, now let’s go beyond space. The human is often viewing sovereignty 

through the lens of a separation or distance. Accessing Deeper Layers of Nature goes beyond it.  
 

Pointer #3: Nature can only be accessed through the backdoor.  
Both Gaia Nature and your True Creator Nature cannot be fully explored  

through a human persona or spiritual façade, as Morya called it.  
Here we are talking about the shedding or flaking off of your personality or identity  

to reveal your divine personality/ signature or blueprint.  
 

Pointer #4: The Center will not hold. 
Again, Kuthumi stresses to become an embodied magus, one must go through the experience 

of shedding one’s center (self) to reveal the SELF.  
The “me” center keeps stories in a loop and held in perspectives,  

which keep you from seeing clearly and accessing your True Nature.  
 

Pointer #5: The Creativity of Silence  
The braille of sensuality can only be felt & read by your consciousness. 

Here, Kuthumi walks us through how knowingness was traded  
for wisdom in the evolution/ creation of a standardized human form.  

He says we can bridge the severance between experience brought to wisdom and our innate 
knowingness or gnost. Not only can we bring them back into balance,  

we must – to access deeper layers of our True Creator Nature.  
 

Sarah Notes: 
All of Human Free Will was an illusion –Save for ONE thing.  

The human has the ability to choose LIFE.  
The human has the ability to LET GO & LET GOD.  

He or she must make this choice (over and over again)  
before any of this can take place.  


